**Victorian Visual Culture (Winter 2018; Rose Roberto)**
Clark Library UCLA

[PR5820 .S175b *]

Aubrey Beardsley, *A snare of vintage*: [original stereoplate for an illustration not used for Lucian's *True history*] [art original]. 1894?
**Clark Artwork; Art Storage Boxed**

Sir Thomas Malory, *The birth, life, and acts of King Arthur of his noble knights of the Round table their marvellous enquests and adventures the achieving of the San Greal and in the end le morte Darthur with the dolourous death and departing out of this world of them all. The text as written by Sir Thomas Malory and imprinted by William Caxton at Westminster the year MCCCCLXXV and now spelled in modern style. With an introduction by Professor Rhys and embellished with many original designs by Aubrey Beardsley*. London: J. M. Dent, 1893-94.
[PR2040 1893 *]

**Press Coll. Kelmscott Annex**

**Press coll. Kelmscott Annex F012**

**Press Coll. Kelmscott Annex**

[PR5820 .S751 *]

**Press Coll. Kelmscott Annex**

**Press coll. Gill Lib. F001**

**Press coll. Vale 019**

Wilde (Oscar) and his Literary Circle Collection: Wildeiana. Various images of Oscar Wilde.
**Wildeiana Box 1.**
Images of Montana and the West (1800-1919).

Mont.Coll.Photos

Stereoscope.

Clark Library Montana Collection.

John Smith, *The printers' grammar: containing a concise history of the origin of printing; also, an examination of the superificies, gradation, and properties of the different sizes of types ... tables of calculations; models of letter cases; schemes for casting off copy, and imposing; ... with directions to authors, compliers, &c. how to prepare copy, and to correct their own proofs.* London: Printed by L. Wayland and sold by T. Evans, 1787.

Z244.A2 S65 1787 *


PR5820 .S173E 1894 *

Paul Landacre, *California hills and other wood engravings by Paul Landacre, from original blocks; foreward by Arthur Millier.* Los Angeles: B. McCallister, 1931.

Press coll. Ritchie Lib. F070

Thomas Bewick, *A general history of quadrupeds.* Newcastle upon Tyne: S. Hodgson, R. Beilby, & T. Bewick; [etc., etc.], 1790.

Press coll. Gill Lib. 037

Eric Gill, [Proofs for the Canterbury Tales].

Box 1.

[Proof of page one for Lord Berner's edition of Algernon Charles Swinburne's, The Froissart Chronicles] [art print]. 1897.

Clark Artwork.


Press coll. Folio Kelmscott Annex